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powerplugs power viewer is a very simple yet
powerful application which allows you to create and
edit 3d titles and transitions in powerpoint. the
application has two modes, which can be switched
by a click of a button. these are power viewer and
standalone. in power viewer, there are two
templates. these are three title and three title with
text. each template is accompanied with a video
tutorial which will show you how to create the
animation. in standalone mode, a blank
presentation template is opened up. you can add
the title, text, transition and 3d effect to the slide.
top of page with 3d tiles, you can create and edit
3d tiles for powerpoint presentations. the tiles can
be added to your slides or presentations at will. you
can create your own 3d tiles and effects in
powerpoint. this powerpoint presentation
slideshows the features of the software. it also
demonstrates how to add 3d effects to your slides,
the type of transitions you can add to your slides
and how to add titles and effects to your slides.
powerpoint tiles is a plugin for designing
powerpoint presentations. the plugin automatically
designs your presentations in a single click. it is
capable of creating exciting and powerful
showcases. powerpoint tiles derives an effective
powerpoint presentation from your content and its
unique powerpoint templates. the plugin brings
with it a template gallery of ready-made
professional templates and backgrounds. you can
easily edit or modify the templates yourself. in
addition, powerpoint tiles gives you exciting
animations and transitions to drive home your
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crystalgraphics offers powerpacks, which are ready-
made excel templates. the powerpacks have a

wysiwyg editor for creating a professional
appearance. you can use the available templates

as basis for your own powerpoint design.
crystalgraphics powerpacks are the perfect solution

for beginners and also for advanced users.
crystalgraphics powerpacks work on all the
powerpoint versions. you can either use the

templates directly within powerpoint or import
them to powerpoint via excel. titles 3d - titles 3d

will run on any computer that is capable of running
your titles collection. your titles collection can be

composed of thousands of individual files or a
single file compressed collection. titles 3d also

works with hd video clips (both standard definition
and high definition) that use media source

extensions (mse) in windows 7 and later. this
includes videos captured with webcams, video

capture cards and camcorders, as well as videos
from dvd, blu-ray and video files encoded using the
h.264 or mpeg4-avc codecs. as you use titles 3d,

any new titles, transitions or 3d objects you create
are automatically added to your collections. the
process of adding or creating a collection can be

done in two ways. first, you can use the add
collection wizard to automatically discover, filter
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and download files from the internet. then, you can
use the collection manager to manually add

existing media files to collections. you can also
manually choose, delete or move any individual
title file in your collections. even when you're
working with 3d titles, one of the most useful

features is the import and export functions. these
are especially useful when you're working with

collections that contain large media files.
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